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A flat optical device is designed to allow light to travel unimpeded along its edges, even in the presence
of defects.
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The confinement of waves in a disordered
medium—Anderson localization [1]—has been ob-
served for electromagnetic [2, 3] and acoustic [4] waves
in disordered dielectric structures, and for electron waves
in condensed matter. Anderson localization arises as
a result of the constructive interference between waves
that follow time reversed paths as they loop back to
a point as a result of scattering from defects. The
effect is common in low-dimensional disordered systems
because the restricted volume explored by scattered
waves enhances the likelihood that waves will return to a
point. Now, a new experiment conducted by Mohammad
Hafezi at the Joint Quantum Institute of NIST and the
University of Maryland, College Park, and collaborators
reveals the virtually unimpeded flow of photons—the
opposite of Anderson localization—in a one-dimensional
channel along the edges of a two-dimensional disordered
lattice. These findings, reported in Physical Review Let-
ters[5], may inspire new ways of engineering photonics
devices such as filters, switches, and delay lines that rely
on the controlled propagation of light.

The first and best-known example of a system in which
wave transport occurs despite disorder is the quantum
Hall effect, in which a strong magnetic field acting on
a two-dimensional electron gas creates topologically pro-
tected edge states. These states cannot scatter into other
states and are therefore immune to backscattering and
localization [6].

Although topological states were originally discovered
in condensed-matter systems, analogous states based on
light waves instead of electron waves could have useful
applications, such as optical systems in which light does
not backscatter upon encountering a defect. In 2008,
theorists predicted that topological states might be found
in photonic systems composed of magnetic materials [7].

Microwave measurements soon confirmed that magneto-
optical effects in magnetic media can affect photons in a
manner analogous to the influence of real magnetic fields
on electrons [8]. Unfortunately, magneto-optical effects
are weak at optical frequencies, and topological states
could not be engineered for applications in the visible
domain.
Recent discoveries of topological states in systems with

time-reversal symmetry, such as the quantum spin Hall
effect and topological insulators, stimulated the search
for alternative ways to extend topological protection to
photonics. Inspired by topological states in condensed-
matter systems without magnetic fields, researchers have
shown theoretically and experimentally that topological
states of light can be implemented in a wide range of
optical systems by engineering synthetic magnetic fields.
These systems include coupled silicon resonators [9], chi-
ral fibers [10], and bianisotropic metamaterials [11], as
well as systems in which optical parameters can be mod-
ulated over time [12]. However, until now there has been
no clear experimental evidence of topological protection
against lattice disorder that would suppress Anderson lo-
calization in such photonic systems.
This is precisely what Hafezi and his group demon-

strate, exploiting an approach proposed in their early
theoretical work in which light traveling in an array of
waveguides mimics spin states in the quantum spin Hall
effect [13]. The researchers built a two-dimensional lat-
tice of tiny, silicon, ring-shaped waveguides, each coupled
to its neighbor by a linking waveguide (Fig. 1). When
photons are injected into the lattice via an input port,
they propagate through the lattice by “hopping” from
one resonator to another. The waveguides have reso-
nance frequencies in the near infrared and are designed
such that light moving clockwise through a ring acquires
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FIG. 1: Artist’s representation of edge states in an array of
silicon resonators, where φ0 represents the synthetic gauge
field. The yellow and black lines correspond to the direction of
the modes propagating inside the rings; photons at the edges
of the lattice are strongly transmitted, and photons in the
bulk of the lattice undergo Anderson localization. (APS/Joan
Tycko)

a phase shift with respect to light moving counterclock-
wise—an effect analogous to that of a magnetic field act-
ing on the spin-up and spin-down states of electrons mov-
ing in a quantum spin Hall system.

Hafezi and his collaborators deliberately introduced
disorder into these lattices by varying the coupling be-
tween certain resonators and shifting the resonance fre-
quency of certain ring waveguides. The researchers mea-
sured the time delay between when photons leave the
lattice and when they are injected. They show that the
distribution of delay times compared to the average is
Gaussian for photons traveling along the edges. The dis-
tribution is asymmetric, however, for photons that prop-
agate through the interior of the lattice (i.e., bulk states).
These ensembles of delay times are consistent with bulk
states that are localized by disorder—as expected—and
edge-traveling photons that propagate nearly unimpeded.
The researchers bolster their measurements with simula-
tions, which show that the photonic edge states of the
lattice are characterized by strong transmission. In con-
trast, waves in the bulk of the lattice are localized.

The synthetic magnetic field acting on photons gives
rise to states that only propagate in one direction along
the edges of the lattices. Specifically, photons on the
edges of the lattice are limited to hopping around the
perimeter of the lattice in the direction in which they
were initially launched. The average time delay between
when the photons are injected into the lattice and when
they leave the lattice is linearly proportional to the num-
ber of ring resonators that the photons traverse, suggest-
ing that the wave propagates via sequential resonant cou-

pling between rings. Moreover, Hafezi and his team re-
ported consistent results for lattices ranging in size from
4 × 4 to 18 × 18, demonstrating that the suppression of
Anderson localization is not unique to a particular lattice
size.
On a fundamental level, the work of Hafezi and col-

laborators opens up a new way to study Anderson lo-
calization with a high level of control over the experi-
mental conditions. Indeed, the possibility of controlling
the degree of disorder in random systems with synthetic
gauge fields will stimulate researchers to test new fun-
damental aspects of Anderson localization in which light
is biased to flow in a specific direction. This study lays
the groundwork for exploring topological protection in
photonics systems even with strong disorder.

Correction (20 August 2014): A revised version of
the article was posted at 12.12 pm EST.
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